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Tip # 1: Negot iat ion Tim ing      

The Salesforce.com Year End is Jan. 31 

Quarters end accordingly:  April 30th, July 31st, 
October 31st (this is a month later than most 
companies). 

As a publicly traded company, Salesforce wants to 
end the quarter strongly; there are many stories of 
aggressive pricing that transpired late at night on 
one of these critical dates. 

Salesforce also regularly does a major account 
realignment during the month of February; 
accounts are reassigned to new salespeople or 
aligned to new vertical, market or geographic 
segments. 

Because salespeople may know about a pending 
account re-alignment (and may lose an account) 
they may be even more aggressive in their efforts 
to close a deal before January 31st. 

If you cannot obtain the terms you are seeking by 
the Salesforce calendar year end of January 31st, 
chances are in the subsequent months you will be 
working with an entirely new sales team (including 
new senior managers who can approve pricing). 

Tip # 2:  Don?t  Overbuy 

Buy Only What You Need Now 

Salesforce representatives favor enterprise-wide 
license adoption which can include users you may 
not yet anticipate coming on board the system.  
But once you contract for a set number of licenses, 
you are paying for them for the duration of the 
contract - which can span multiple years. If you are 
on a two-year agreement for 200 Sales Cloud® 
licenses and determine that you don?t need them 

all - you are paying for them.  Therefore, create a 
detailed matrix of whom you anticipate the users 
to be- by department, business unit or geography 
and at what date per your time frame, not 
Salesforce?s time frame. 

Adding Licenses Later Gives You Leverage 

You can always add licenses, but you cannot get 
out of licenses you have made a commitment to. 

And every time you need additional licenses, you 
have leverage to negotiate with Salesforce.  This 
leverage can also be used to request additional 
products such as training courses, conference 
passes, additional functionality such as Salesforce 
CPQ®, Salesforce Engage®, Salesforce IQ®, 
Storage Capacity and other items which Salesforce 
will charge extra for. 

You Will Learn About Your Users After They 
Start Using Salesforce 

Certain users will rarely log in, and other users will 
use very limited functionality. 

For example, customer service users may prefer 
their legacy order entry system and abandon using 
Salesforce; finance users may run reports only 
quarterly or annually.  Therefore, having a single 
department user that you can reassign as needed, 
as opposed to purchasing licenses for everyone in 
customer service or accounting can save on costs. 

 Salesforce reps will also encourage additional 
functionality through bundles.  They may offer you 
Pardot®, Outlook® email connector tools and 
other add-ons you may not need.  Understand 
what is being bundled, how much it truly costs, 
and whether you need it or will use it.
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Tip # 3:  Lower  Cost  Licenses

Start with Professional and Upgrade to 
Enterprise Later 

Enterprise (now called Lightning Enterprise®) is 
the most common subscription. However, 
Professional Edition (now called Lightning 
Professional®) is approximately 50% of the cost of 
a full Enterprise license. Lightning Professional 
lacks the overall functionality of Lightning 
Enterprise but has many features and may be 
adequate as you start out with Salesforce. 

There are Many Less Expensive License Types 

There are other reduced functionality license types 
available. Force® licenses are dramatically less 
expensive- they are not full Salesforce licenses- but 
offer users limited functionality which can be 
expanded.  There are also multiple varieties of 
Force licenses; the One App® License allows 
access to just a single custom App.  The Force 
Enterprise user can access multiple custom 
objects.  Users who don?t need to access Accounts 
or Contacts can benefit from Force licenses.  For 
example, if you plan to use Salesforce for internal 
business processes such as ?travel requests? Force 
users will be able to use this functionality without 
needing a full license. 

Partner Licenses offer very similar functionality to 
full Salesforce Licenses but at a drastically reduced 
rate.  There are some contractual limitations on 
who can use them, but many users may qualify. 

Buy Licenses for  Your  Int ernat ional Users 
f rom  Your  USA Salesperson  

Pricing for Salesforce purchased outside the USA is 
normally higher than to US customers.  Adding 
these users to your total number of licenses will 
increase the total license count for your 
negotiations, as well as eliminate the foreign 
mark-up your subsidiary might pay if they buy it in 
their own country.  Since all Salesforce Enterprise 
licenses offer translation and localization 
capabilit ies, you can deploy these licenses 
purchased in the USA, elsewhere.   

Tip # 4: Read Renewal Term s 

Three Years Seems Like a Long Way Away 

Salesforce will encourage a multi-year agreement 
in exchange for favorable pricing terms.  

Agreements can be three or five-years in duration.  
Include language regarding the anticipated 
renewal price you intend to pay when that day 
comes.  At that time, you may find that Salesforce 
has become a mission-critical system to your 
organization that you cannot live without. 

Ask for a renewal clause that renews your existing 
subscription at the current price if you are 
renewing the same or a greater number of users. 

Renewals on Other Items 

If the initial agreement offers conference passes, 
ask for conference passes to be part of the 
renewal as well.  And ask for passes each year of 
the duration of the renewal, not just in the initial 
year of the renewal. 

Tip # 5: Unexpect ed Charges 

Storage, API Calls & Sandboxes are not Free

Unlimited storage is not free with your Salesforce 
subscription.  If you exceed your allotted storage, 
you could be facing additional annual costs that 
could be in the five-figures. 

API calls are also limited each 24-hour period.  If 
you are sending information into Salesforce from a 
third-party  ERP system you could exceed the API 
limit if it is too low and face additional 

Several types of Sandboxes are available. Full, 
Partial or Developer Sandboxes can cost extra. 
Don?t assume the Sandbox included in your 
contract is has all the functionality you will need. 
Later on you may find that you will require a Full or 
Developer Sandbox and you will be facing 
additional charges. 

Ask for a List of All Salesforce Products 

Salesforce has many products they may not 
propose during your initial purchase.  Features you 
seek later such as Event Monitoring,  HIPAA or PCI 
encryption protocols may incur additional charges. 
To understand  potential additional fees,, request a 
list of all items Salesforce could potentially charge 
you for. 

Finally, your best negotiation tool when 
purchasing (or renewing) is to telegraph that 
alternative CRM systems are being considered.  
Communicating during negotiations that you are 
?piloting? alternative CRM systems or that key 
individuals inside your company prefer Microsoft or 
SAP, you will increase your leverage. 
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